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A.

INTRODUCTION BY THE CHAIRMAN OF THE TRUST

Whilst this is the Annual Report for 2012-13, I am taking the liberty of recording some important events
outside that period!
Anne Swinson has been a loyal member of our Executive Committee since its inception, as The Hatch End
Association's representative. Anne's vast experience regarding planning, the green belt and the environment
has been invaluable not only for us but also for the Harrow Borough community at large. We are delighted
that her talents and unstinting hard work were recognised in the recent New Year's honours list with an
award of the British Empire Medal -- Hearty congratulations Anne.
The position of Vice-Chairman remained vacant for several years, but I am very pleased that at our October
2013 AGM, Keith Ferry was elected unaminously to fill this position. His wide experience in both the Private
and Public Sectors will be widely welcomed.
Robin Youle has served as our Treasurer for 15 years, and certainly deserves a rest having kept our books
in meticulous order for so many years. This fact has certainly helped us through the Council's Grants Scheme
processes, with regular successful results. This is just one example of how this post encompasses a mass of
detail arising from our numerous activities. Thank you Robin for all your hard work.
A warm welcome to Leslie Bolsover B.Sc., M.Sc., our new Treasurer, who brings with her considerable
experience through the handling of the finances of Brunel University's extensive Library. Thank you Leslie
for taking on this important post.
Harrow Nature Conservation Forum (HNCF) goes from strength to strength, and the report by its Chairman,
Steve Bolsover, makes impressive reading. Harrow is blessed with an abundance of beautiful green open
spaces which HNCF helps to maintain and which encourages their use by all residents for their enjoyment.
The pressures of 20th Century living take their toll and lead to a condition known as "Brain Fatigue", which
leaves one distracted, forgetful and mentally flighty! Researchers in two Edinburgh Universities have recently
found that strolling through a leafy park reduces stress and improves concentration. We owe a great debt to
Steve and his merry volunteers who continue to make such "strolls" possible and enjoyable in all those parks
which they look after throughout the Borough of Harrow.
Heritage covers a wide range of activities, and the public is increasingly aware of its importance in the makeup of today's society.
For our part, we are exploring with others how best Harrow Heritage Trust (HHT) can commemorate the
commencement of WW1, which falls on 4th August 2014.
We wrote a letter of support for the bid made to Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) for developing Headstone
Manor into a Museum, and the small barn into a reception area and cafe, all surrounded with sensitve
landscaping. Congratulations to all involved in passing Round 1. Their work towards a Round 2 submission
has our full support.
West House, Pinner has been the beneficiary of grants made by HHT, and has recently been offered £1.13m
by HLF towards the completion of stage 2 of their project which will include a larger Heath Robinson
Museum, a gallery for visiting exhibitions and an Activity room. West House has to raise an additional
£430K match funding.
Bentley Priory leads the way with their exciting new Museum devoted to the story of The Battle of Britain.
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Harrow School continues to offer guided visits and of course supports the Silver Arrow Competition.
St. Mary's Church, Harrow-on-the-Hill is one of the oldest buildings in Harrow and runs a variety of events
to attract the public at large.
At the behest of HLF, representatives of all these organisations meet regularly to share plans, distribute a
diary of events, and promote the importance of Heritage for Harrow.
HHT is represented on the Harrow Heritage Strategic Working Group, which is administered by Harrow
Council.
There is a lot going on in the Heritage world and we are delighted to be playing our part!
Finally, I extend hearty thanks to all the volunteers without whom we would be unable to achieve our goals.
Many thanks.
Martin Verden
Chairman

TED HAYDEN OBE
1927 -- 2013

ALAN MORGAN DIP. ARCH RIBA
1926 -- 2013

DR. FREDDIE HICKS
1920 -- 2013

It is with much sadness that I report the deaths of three valued Committee Members.
Ted Hayden devoted his working life to the Scout Movement. He shared his expertise as Chairman of the
committee for Heritage Work with young people, which included the launching of Under One Sky, pottery
making in a Roman Kiln, supplying historical clothing for events at Headstone Manor and introducing live
opera to schools.
Alan Morgan joined the judging panel of our successful borough wide biannual Architectural Awards Scheme,
where his professional knowledge was invaluable. Gordon Swindles in his report refers movingly to the great
benefits he brought to our Heritage Grants sub-committee.
Freddie Hicks was instrumental in the restoration of the Old Brick Church in Stanmore, towards which
Harrow Heritage Trust was very pleased to make a substantial contribution. He also arranged the landscaped seat by the moat bridge at Headstone Manor in memory of Eileen Burgin. He will always be remembered for his loyalty and enthusiasm.
We pay tribute to these distinguished men and express our condolences to their families.
Martin Verden
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B.

HISTORY OF HARROW HERITAGE TRUST

Harrow Heritage Trust (HHT) was founded in 1985 by Councillor Peter Pitt during his year as Mayor of
Harrow to protect, preserve and restore the land and buildings of beauty or historic interest as well as areas
of ecological, scientific and environmental importance in the Borough. After 14 years, it was decided to
widen its possible membership and a new constitution was adopted in December 1998. This was approved
by the Charity Commission which gave the Trust a new Charity No 1072773. A full record of the Trust’s
aims and objectives is attached at Appendix 1. Martin Verden took over as Chairman of the Trust in the
1990’s following the death of Peter Pitt and, under his direction, the Trust has broadened its scope of
activities.
The Trust works independently of the Council and is managed by a Board of Trustees, on which representatives of the Council, and several local amenity associations serve. The day-to-day work of the Trust is
undertaken by the following Sub-Committees, supervised by an Executive Committee: –
Heritage Grants
Nature Conservation Forum
Plaques
Public Works of Art
Work with Young People
Architectural & Environmental Awards
From a small but key team of people committed to Harrow's environment, the Trust has developed into a
major organisation which works in partnership with the Council. In recognition of its status, the Trust was
asked by Harrow Council to manage the appeal for Headstone Manor, which is owned by the Council. The
Trust also manages, at the request of the Council, a Public Works of Art Fund (which started through the sale
of miniature "Katies”, the statue in Harrow Town Centre) and the Heritage Grants account (which replaced
the Historic Buildings Grant previously administered by the Council).
The Trust's Equal Opportunity and Anti-Racism Policies are attached at Appendix 2.
The full membership of the Trustees / Executive Committee is set out on page i [the inside front cover].

The reinstated gantry at The Green, Harrow on the Hill
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C.

REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES

The Trustees of Harrow Heritage Trust, registered charity number 1072773, present their annual report for
the year ended 31st March 2013.
The Trust’s principal office is situated at ‘The Fives Court’, Moss Lane, Pinner, Middlesex, HA5 3AG.
Names of the Trustees, and others who served during the year are set out on page i (the inside front cover)
of the annual report.
Structure, Governance and Management
The history, structure and management of the Trust are set out on page 4 of the annual report. Following the
adoption of a new constitution on 14th October 1998, it was reconstituted as registered charity number
1072773 on 3rd December 1998
The Trustees form the members of the Executive Committee. The President of the Trust is the Mayor of
Harrow, and four additional local authority members are nominated by Harrow Council. Other officers and
members are elected annually at the annual general meeting, and the Committee has the power to co-opt and
fill casual vacancies. Members are elected or co-opted to advise on matters or carry out tasks for which they
possess suitable skills or knowledge, or to represent interested societies and associations in the London
Borough of Harrow.
Objectives, Activities and Achievements
The objectives of the Trust, and its aims in furtherance of those objectives on which its activities are based,
are set out in Appendix 1 of the report. The main activities and achievements in the year are described in the
Chairman’s Introduction and in the sub-committee reports included in the annual report.
Public Benefit
The Trustees have considered the provisions of the Charities Act 2006 with regard to the public benefit
requirement. They are satisfied that the Trust, through its aims and objectives, meets this requirement, in
particular with regard to the advancement of the arts, heritage, architecture, and of environmental protection
or improvement. Beneficiaries comprise members of the public in almost all cases without the need for any
charges or payment.
Statement of Trustees’ Responsibilities
The Trustees acknowledge their responsibility for:
-ensuring that proper accounting records, as required by the Charities Act 2011 are kept;
-preparing accounts which comply with the Charities Act 2011 so far as applicable to the charity.
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Financial Review
A summary of the Trust’s accounts for the financial year ended 31st March 2013, and notes thereon, are set
out below, presented rounded to the nearest £000. There was a deficit of £23,000 (2012 deficit of £13,000),
and funds at the year-end were £111,000 (2012 £134,000).
2013
£000
26
49
--------23
134
--------111
---------

Income
Expenditure
Deficit for the year (2012 deficit)
Total funds b/fwd from previous year
Total funds at 31 March

2012
£000
24
37
-------13
147
-------134
--------

Represented by:
Balances on Deposit and at Bank
Less Creditors less debtors

114
160
3
26
---------------Net assets at 31 March
111
134
--------------The deficit (2012 deficit) for the year DQGWKH7UXVW¶VIXQGV at 31st March were analysed
as follows:
2013
Deficit Funds
£000 £000
Restricted Funds:
Public Works of Art
Heritage Grants
Work with Young People
Headstone Manor Appeal

-16
-1
-----17
-6
-----23
----

Total Restricted Funds
Unrestricted General Fund
Total Funds

24
49
3
----76
35
----111
------

Deficit
£000

2012
Funds
£000

-2
-5
-2
----9
-4
------13
-----

24
65
1
2
---92
42
-----134
------

As will be seen from the summary above, compared with the previous year, income increased slightly due to
a higher Local Authority grant for Harrow Nature Conservation Forum (HNCF). Expenditure increased due
to increased heritage grants for historic buildings, and work done by HNCF on open spaces.
Creditors include a major receipt from the Harrow Strategic Partnership to support biodiversity work,
which will be released to revenue when the related expenditure has been incurred. Debtors include work
done by HNCF on Bluebell Heath, Stanmore Common, a project mainly financed by The Heritage Lottery
Fund (HLF). The amount due will be released to revenue and expenditure when reimbursement by HLF has
been received.
The Trust’s assets are mainly cash balances on deposit and at bank, which totalled £114,000. Deposits with
COIF Charities Deposit Fund earned interest at prevailing low market rates. The Trust’s banker is National
Westminster Bank Plc, 315 Station Road, Harrow, HA1 2AD.
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Full details of the accounts are set out in the Statement of Financial Activities and Notes for the year ended
31 March 2013, together with the report of the Independent Examining Accountant, at Appendix 3 of the
Annual Report.
Reserves Policy
The Trust’s funds totalled £111,000. Four of these funds described above totalling £76,000 were designated
restricted to the uses described above: commitments or expenditure plans exist for part of these. There is
also an unrestricted General Fund of £35,000, which includes the activities of Harrow Nature Conservation
Forum. It is the Trust’s policy to maintain the balance of this fund at a level to cover administrative and
support costs for a forward period of at least a year, and to respond to emergency and other applications for
grants or support as and when they arise. The fund was maintained at an adequate level throughout the year.
Risk Management
The Trustees are aware of the major operational risks that the charity faces, and consider that adequate
administrative procedures are in place to mitigate the risks identified. Suitable training is given to new volunteers
when appropriate. Insurance cover is taken to minimise any potential financial impact on the Trust should
any of those risks materialise.
Grants and Donations
The bulk of the Trust’s income arises from grants and donations, without which it would not be possible to
carry out its varied activities. The Trust wishes to record its gratitude to The Heritage Lottery Fund, Harrow
Council and all its grantors, donors and members for their continued support. Where possible, use is made
of gift aid to claim tax benefit.
Robin Youle – Honorary Treasurer on behalf of the Trustees
October 2013

D.
SILVER ARROW ARCHERY COMPETITION
This competition has, with many thanks to the organiser and coach Robert Abbott, been an annual event for
the last 28 years -- surely a remarkable record.
Originally a popular public spectacle, it was abandonded in late Victorian days after riff-raff turned it into an
unacceptable noisy affair!!
In 1986 Robert persuaded the Harrow School Headmaster at the time to re-introduce the tournament,
which was done with great splendour. A good number of the spectators dressed up in Victorian clothes and
many local Archery Clubs participated. This sport became so popular that the clubs were unable to compete
in the increasing number of tournaments on offer.
For the last several years, therefore, the match has been between Harrow School and John Lyon School
with the latter winning by far the most tournaments. However to balance the records, Harrow School were
the decisive winners in 2013!
E.
PLAQUES SUB-COMMITTEE
Members: Pat Clarke (Chairman), Ted Hayden
A prospect for a plaque in Kenton has been proposed and will be explored. Suggestions to the Trust for new
plaque sites on buildings or at outstanding landscapes are welcome.
Pat Clarke - Chairman
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F.
MEMBERSHIP
We are delighted to invite our Members to a special Open Evening on THURSDAY JULY 10TH. 2014 at
7.30PM at West House, West End Lane, in Pinner Memorial Park.
The programme will include a private view in the William Heath Robinson Gallery together with a talk about
this famed artist by a celebrated and expert author. There will also be a guided tour of the Green Flag
awarded Peace Garden within Pinner Memorial Park, followed by refreshments whilst the Executive
Committee review their recent achievements.
Please bring a partner or friend to the Special Evening on July 10TH.
We are most grateful to all who maintain their membership. The work done by your Executive Committee
and all the volunteers is borough wide, and the annual subscription for Members of £10 goes towards this.
New Members are always welcome!
HC Hardwick - Membership Secretary

G.

HERITAGE GRANTS SUB-COMMITTEE

SUMMARY POSITION
New applications – In the last year we have received four new applications, two of which have been
approved for grant aid in the total of £1750. The other two were not approved.
Presently, no other schemes are being considered and 1 application form has been sent out. We are also
aware of possible refurbishment works to the boundary wall of Bernay’s Gardens in Stanmore, but no
application has yet been made.
The new applications are:
Oct 2012
The Billiard Room, Mount Park Road, Harrow-on-the-Hill - window repairs.
Dec 2012
St George’s, Headstone - fitting of “Whitefriars” glass.
Mar 2013
118, 126 Stanmore Hill - repairs to the front boundary wall.
July 2013
38 Canons Drive, Edgware - renewal of tarmac driveway.
Enquiries – where an application form has been sent out and an application is awaited.
11 Quadrangle Mews, Belmont Lane, Stanmore - Replacement bay window.
Bentley Priory, Battle of Britain museum - Help with fitting out costs – no details.
Fountain at Harrow Recreation Ground - Renovation works - application awaited.
Grant commitments - At 20th October 2013 outstanding commitments were £3450.
Aug 2008
All Saints, Harrow Weald
£400 - ironwork to Crosse memorial and tombs.
Aug 2011
73 Stanmore Hill, Stanmore £250 – (residue) restoration of garden wall.
Feb 2012
All Saints, Harrow Weald
£1450 - (residue) Butterfield mosaics restoration
Mar 2013
118 & 126 Stanmore Hill
£900 (No 118) & £450 (No126) - renovation of
boundary walls.
Payments
June 2013
Sept 2013

Payments released in last year total
All Saints, Harrow Weald
The Gantry, The Green, HoH

£17950
£400 – Crosse memorial (part costs).
£1400 – reinstatement of the Gantry.
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Continued on page 12

Busily beavering away for

Harrow Nature Conservation Forum
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G.

HERITAGE GRANTS SUB-COMMITTEE (CONTINUED)

Nov 2012
June 2013
Sept 2013

St John the Baptist, Pinner, £15000 - roof, stonework
and window restorations.
All Saints, Harrow Weald
£750 – Butterfield mosaics (part costs).
St George’s Headstone
£400 – installation of Whitefriars glass

DETAILS OF CURRENT APPLICATIONS
Below, in chronological order, is the updated (red) list of projects/proposals that are current, with brief notes.
Greyed-out entries are complete or have been dormant for 3 years and will be removed from future updates.
Aug 2008

Nov 2008

May 2011

June 2011

July 2011

August 2011

Sept 2011

All Saints Churchyard, Harrow Weald (application #1 – see also application #2)
Application for grant to repair and renovate memorials and tombs - which are listed. Original
estimate for work £15k - now reduced to £6k-£7k.
Revised grant of £800 confirmed on 14th January 2013.
Oct 2013 – Stonework restorations to stabilise the Crosse Monument now complete
and associated part of grant (£400) released 25th June 2013. Repairs to ironwork
and railings not yet organised, and £400 grant still reserved.
Waxwell Close, Pinner
The Close is now a Conservation Area. Enquiry received for grant assistance to repair and
restore front walling to gardens and gates between the houses.
Application form sent out Jan 09 after visit to site to talk with applicant.
Oct 2013 – No change - the restoration group have now reformed with a view to
carrying out the works, but still no application received.
St John’s, Station Road, Harrow
Early Notice of proposed works to War Memorial. Costs not yet known, application form
sent out.
Oct 2013 – No changes - Application form not returned.
The Bell House, Julian Hill, Harrow
Application for grant for new roof coverings to a locally listed building that has planning
approval for renovation. Repairs are at the discretion of the builder.
Application form sent out, with advice to consider employing a building professional to help
specify and control the quality of the repair work. And that would also be considered for
grant assistance.
Oct 2013 –Owner has proceeded without grant assistance and work now complete
60 Woodhall Gate, Pinner
Application for grant for new double-glazed wooden windows to two elevations of corner
property in Pinnerwood Park Estate Conservation Area. Conservation area approval sought.
Estimated cost £24895 inc VAT.
Owner not willing to consider repair option and Conservation Area Management Strategy
for works to windows.
Oct 2013 – no change – sub-committee will encourage repair option and guidance
given in the Conservation Area Management Strategy.
73 Stanmore Hill, Stanmore
Application for grant to rebuild garden wall to Grade II* listed building. Estimated cost
£7900. Tranche of £540 of £790 grant released December 2011. Owner holding over on
remainder of work held until she has funds available.
Oct 2013 – No change - Remainder of work not yet planned. Portion of grant
(£250) still reserved.
The Gantry, The Green, Harrow on-the-Hill
Application for a grant to reinstate the Gantry on the Green outside the King’s Head. Estimated
cost of work is £14k. Grant of £1400 approved 24th May 2012.
Oct 2013 – work complete. Grant of £1400 released 4th Sept 2013.
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October 2011 St John the Baptist, Pinner
Application for a grant for external repairs including new roof coverings, and restoration of
the stonework and flintwork to the Tower. Project cost is £545462 Grant approved July 2012
- £2500 towards roofing works and £12500 towards the stonework and window repairs
Oct 2013 – Works complete – and full grant (£15000) released at the end of
November 2012.
Feb 2012
All Saints Church, Harrow Weald (application #2 – see Aug 2008 entry earlier)
Renovation of the Butterfield Mosaics on the Sanctuary wall that was overpainted in 1957.
Estimated cost of work is £14k. Revised grant offer of £2200 made on 7th June 2012
Oct 2013 – Work complete. Part of grant (£750) released 25th June 2013 and
awaiting confirmation of satisfactory completion before releasing the remaining
£1450 (imminent).
Oct 2012
The Billiard Room, Mount Park Road, Harrow-on-the-Hill
Application to repair the feature windows of a grade II listed building. Similar application
made in 2002 and grant of £1000 given then. File indicates some disquiet in 2002 with the
eventual repairs ie “filler” used rather than piecing-in. No external maintenance works have
been carried out since. Similar filling repairs are proposed.
Estimated cost of work is £6780. Consequently the sub-committee were not prepared to
offer grant assistance this time around. Mar 2013 – Work put in hand and completed in
November - before a decision made on the application.
Oct 2013 - Grant NOT approved. Applicant pointed in the direction of technical
assistance and expertise to help with future maintenance of the property.
Dec 2012
St George’s, Headstone
Application to replace the glass in parts of the West and South aisles with historic “Whitefriars”
Glass from St Martin in the Fields. Estimated cost of work is £6780. Grant offer of £400
made on 20th Feb 2013
Oct 2013 – Work complete. Grant of £400 released 23rd Sept 2013.
Mar 2013
118, 126 & 128 Stanmore Hill, Stanmore
Renovation of the brickwork to the boundary walling to the roadway at Nos 118 & 126(only).
This is part of a run of walling fronting 118, 126 & 128 that is grade II listed, and on English
Heritage’s “Heritage at Risk register”.
No 128 (owned by Lord Popat of Stanmore) is not participating in the renovations.
Estimated cost of work is £16765 (No118) and £8031 (No126).
Grant approved 1st July 2013 - £900 for No 118, £450 for No126
Oct 2013 – Work now in hand.
July 2013
38 Canons Drive, Edgware
Application for grant to renew and relay tarmac driveway. House is in Canons Park
Conservation Area and the driveway/hardstanding is controlled by an Article 4 direction
(needs Planning and listed building consent). Cost of work = £3500
Oct 2013 – Grant NOT approved (9th Aug 2013) - work NOT to the building, and
are long-overdue maintenance works.
Application forms sent out:
1
May 2013
11 Quadrangle Mews, Stanmore – refurbishment of bay window.
Other matters
I am sorry to report the sad news that Alan Morgan Dip. Arch RIBA, a long-standing and active member of the
grants sub-committee passed away just before Christmas. His keenness, knowledge and experience of architecture
and buildings were a great benefit to the sub-committee. A true gentleman - he will be greatly missed.
And, I would also like to take this opportunity to extend, once again, my appreciation and thanks to the two
other sub-committee members – Andrew Reed RIBA, and Tim Nicholson RIBA - for their patience,
understanding and considerable assistance during the year.
Gordon Swindles BSc FRICS - Chairman
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H.

HARROW NATURE CONSERVATION FORUM

This year a large number of projects began. Many of these are the result of the Green Grid, an initiative of
Harrow Council that aims to improve open spaces in the borough and provide pleasant and well signposted
walking links to and between them. The Green Grid is very much a collaboration between the council and the
Trust: we do a significant fraction of the design work and perform a significant fraction of the physical work
of implementation. The council provides the funding and, in the persons of Denis Vickers and Sally Reeves,
excellent biological knowledge and landscape design expertise.
At Newton Farm Ecology Park the voluntary wardens Claire McDermott and Tiffany Moore have created
a detailed management plan that sets out how the site can be improved for both wildlife and people. Meanwhile
the Green Grid has paid for bollards at a number of entrances to reduce fly tipping onto the Park.
James Mercer, Vicar of All Saints Church in Harrow Weald, has established a Forest School using both the
church and the adjacent Bentley Old Vicarage nature reserve, where he is the voluntary warden. In future
years 120 disadvantaged children per year in the 4 to 11 year old age group will undergo activities such as
building shelters, fire building, cooking, and learning about soils and animals.
Bentley Priory Nature Reserve has been awarded £59,500 from the Heritage Lottery Fund to open out
Furze Heath, the area at the north end of The Greensward. Camilla Bath, chairman of the Management
Committee, and Denis Vickers were the main architects of the application. A lot of scrub and young trees will
be removed and species-rich neutral grassland reinstated. The grant has paid for ten specialized “Lazy Dog”
tools for removal of ragwort that have seen sterling service this autumn on both Furze Heath and Spring
Meadow. The work of ragwort removal will continue next spring as soon as the leaf rosettes appear.
At Stanmore Country Park, the Green Grid has paid for installation of a stile at the northwest corner of
Brockley Hill Open Space. Further work needs to be done, but once completed will give access to Stanmore
Country Park from Brockley Hill. Meanwhile the long stalled housing development at the northeast corner of
Wood Farm is progressing. While we fought this development as inappropriate in the Green Belt, we welcome
the addition of the remainder of Wood Farm to Stanmore Country Park. Work to prepare this area for
public access is being handled very expertly and sensitively by Land Use Consultants.
At Pear Wood, the main activity in the past year has been the battle to prevent the sale of an enclave within
the reserve. The buyer intended to build a modern house there. We were successful, at least to date, but the
effort involved in fighting this clearly inappropriate sale diverted many of our most active members from more
constructive activities.
At Stanmore Common, a second Heritage Lottery Fund grant is supporting work to restore Bluebell Heath.
Scrub and young trees will be removed so that there is once again a sweep of open land from the heathland
of New Heath on the west to the marsh of Pynding Mersc on the east. To date the grant has paid only for
minor items such as new leaflets and props to use on guided walks, but in a few weeks a contractor will begin
the main work of clearance.
Prof. Stephen Bolsover
Chairman
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SITE WARDENS AND HELPERS- HARROW NATURE CONSERVATION FORUM
All Saints Churchyard
Jill Lewis
Bentley Old Vicarage Nature Reserve
Rev. James Mercer
Bentley Priory Nature Reserve
Peter Peretti
Newton Farm Ecology Park
Simon Thomas
Pear Wood
Claire Abbott and Rosemary Etheridge
Roxbourne Rough
Dave Bolton
Stanmore Common
Simon Braidman
Stanmore Country Park
John Hollingdale and Margaret Huitson
Stanmore Little Common
Robert Stone

I..
PUBLIC WORKS OF ART SUB COMMITTEE
Members; Joanne Verden, Martin Verden and Baj Mathur
The Public Works of Arts Sub Committee is responsible for the management of HHT’s Public Works of Arts
Fund. The committee also promotes new initiatives and opportunities for art in public places within the
London Borough of Harrow. The main object is to raise awareness of the public, developers, and local
businesses as to the importance of art in improving the quality of the environment. Consequently Public Art is
promoted in Harrow Town Centre, Local Centres and other prominent Public Spaces in Harrow including Parks.
New Commission for a Sculpture at Stanmore Place: At the time of writing this report, we are pleased
to report that the developers have deposited £50,000 with the London Borough of Harrow.
Harrow Heritage Trust is charged with the responsibility to commission and get the sculpture installed. The
Trust advertised nationally and internationally to attract the right sculptor for the job. The Trust received 67
expressions of interest from artists from the UK, USA, Germany, Poland and Thailand and six of them were
shortlisted. The Project Board which included Keith Ferry – then the Chairman of the Planning Committee,
Steve Richards - Director of Berkley Homes- the Developer, Suzy Talbot –then the Deputy Editor of the
Harrow Observer, Martin Verden – Chairman of the Trust, Joanne Verden and Baj Mathur of the Trust,
interviewed all the six sculptors. The Project Board selected Andy Hazell, a Sculptor who lives in Wales and
he has been commissioned. He has already started the engagement process. It is anticipated that the Sculpture
will be installed by the end of April and ready for an unveiling ceremony in May 2014.
The illustrations on pages 10 and 11 show eight major Public Works of Art, which the Trust has previously
installed in various parts of the borough. It also shows the site of the proposed sculpture, marked by a
question mark at Stanmore Place.
Baj Mathur MBE
Convenor
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J.
WORK WITH YOUNG PEOPLE SUB-COMMITTEE
Committee Members: Anne Swinson ; Martin Verden
Stanmore College Culture and Heritage Day.
This event took place on the 1st May 2013. It was attended by the Mayor of Harrow Councillor Nizam
Ismail, members of the Trust and various local organisations, who had stalls, such as the Stanmore Society,
the Stanmore and Harrow Historical Society and our own Harrow Nature Conservation Forum.
There were displays of posters, paintings and photographs and even a drama relating to the subject of the
event. A group of very young pupils from Whitmore Primary School had a display of their work too.
We were all provided with an enjoyable lunch and a small tree sapling to take home.
Pavilion Opera in Schools Educational Trust.
Once again, we gave financial support towards last year’s production, and were shown as a sponsor for the
performance of Donizetti’s “Don Pasquale” at Longfield Primary School, which also hosted pupils from St.
John Fisher and Welldon Park Schools, so there was an audience in excess of 200.
Pavilion Opera is London’s premier touring chamber company, and affords an opportunity for school children
to explore music, drama, and history from a refreshingly different perspective. The children certainly thoroughly
enjoyed the opera and were glad to meet the singers afterwards and collect autographs!
Anne Swinson BEM
Chairman

Stanmore College displays
K.

HARROW HERITAGE TRUST AND HARROW OBSERVER
ARCHITECTURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL AWARDS 2014

The purpose of the scheme is to encourage the highest design standards, and thus to give public recognition
to projects large and small, which have enhanced areas within the London Borough of Harrow.
The Trust is pleased to announce that our 15th Biennial Award Scheme will be launched in early 2014.
Baj Mathur MBE
Convenor
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Appendix 1

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF HARROW HERITAGE TRUST
Objectives:
To secure the protection, preservation, restoration and improvement of the character and amenities of the
London Borough of Harrow for the benefit and enjoyment of the public generally and especially the inhabitants of the Borough, and to promote the preservation of land and buildings of beauty or historic interest as
well as areas of ecological or other scientific or environmental importance within the Borough and to promote schemes and awards to assist the attainment of these objectives.
Aims:
1. To promote awareness and responsibility for the environment through involving people
in suggesting schemes, implementing them and rewarding achievements;
2. To develop and implement environmental improvement schemes in local centres,
residential and industrial areas;
3. To improve the urban scene through street face-lift schemes, cleaning facades, planting
and the restoration of special features;
4. To protect and enhance buildings of particular historic significance, for example,
Headstone Manor;
5. To develop walks, trails or sites to provide access for the public to our natural
environment;
6. To promote public works of art in Harrow;
7. To promote high quality design in new buildings and landscaping projects through the
HHT/Observer Award Scheme;
8. To provide published material which records and illustrates our heritage for use in
schools and by the general public;
9. To encourage ecological protection and the preservation of natural resources.

Longfield Primary Schoolchildren and visitors enjoyed “Don Pasquale”
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Appendix 2

THE TRUST'S EQUAL OPPORTUNITY POLICY
The Harrow Heritage Trust is committed to achieving equality of opportunity and freedom from
discrimination in the services it provides, in its employment policies and practices and in its recruitment and treatment of volunteers.
The Harrow Heritage Trust will continue to pursue its objectives in a way which is responsive to the
needs of Harrow residents, which reflects Harrow's multi-cultural heritage and which ensures that all
receive an equal quality of service, irrespective of gender, marital status, colour, race, nationality or
ethnic or national origins, disability, age, religion or sexual orientation.
With regard to employment, the Trust's policy is that there will be no discrimination in recruitment,
employment conditions, training and promotion. Furthermore, our aim is that the Trustees and the
Executive Committee reflect the composition of the Harrow community in which they are based.

THE TRUST'S ANTI-RACISM POLICY
The Harrow Heritage Trust confirmed its full support for the findings of the MacPherson Report on
the Stephen Lawrence Inquiry at the Borough Conference in 1999.
This report defines institutional racism as “The collective failure of an organisation to provide an
appropriate and professional service to people because of their colour, culture or ethnic origin. It can
be seen or detected in processes, attitudes and behaviour which amount to discrimination through
unwitting prejudice, ignorance, thoughtlessness and racist stereotyping which disadvantage minority
ethnic people.”
The Harrow Heritage Trust has a strong policy of encouraging all members of the public to participate
in our various activities and initiatives. To this end, we successfully applied to the Millennium Commission for funds to enable us to translate relevant publications into the languages of some ethnic
people, and for display boards for presentations at meetings of their own organisations.

Pavilion Opera entertain the schoolchildren
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Appendix 3
HARROW HERITAGE TRUST - CHARITY NO 1072773
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES
YEAR ENDED 31st MARCH 2013
UNRESTRICTED RESTRICTED RESTRICTED

RESTRICTED

RESTRICTED

FUND

FUND

FUND

WORK

HEADSTONE

WORKS

HERITAGE

WITH YOUNG

MANOR

OF ART

GRANTS

PEOPLE

APPEAL

£

£

£

£

FUND

FUND

GENERAL

PUBLIC

FUND

£

TOTAL
2012
£

TOTAL
2013
£

INCOMING RESOURCES
Subscriptions & Donations

2507

0

0

0

25

2532

1577

Local Authority Grant

4499

0

0

0

0

4499

1715

18314

0

0

0

0

18314

19485

Deposit Interest

503
_______

201
_______

494
_______

0
_______

19
1217
_______ ________

1126
_______

Total Incoming Resources

25823
_______

201
_______

494
_______

0
_______

44
26562
_______ ________

23903
_______

30179

0

16700

500

Administration

2005
_______

0
_______

0
_______

Total Resources Expended

32184
_______

0
_______

-6361

Other Grants

RESOURCES EXPENDED
47379

34475

0
_______

0
2005
_______ ________

2110
_______

16700
_______

500
_______

0
49384
_______ ________

36585
_______

201

-16206

-500

44

-22822

-12682

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total Funds at 1 April 2012 b/f

42059
_______

24145
_______

65072
_______

640
_______

2515
134431
_______ ________

147113
_______

Total Funds at 31 March 2013

35698
_______

24346
_______

48866
_______

140
_______

2559
111609
_______ ________

134431
_______

7564

0

0

0

0

7564

402

35114

24317

48385

9

2261

110086

158869

3266
_______

29
_______

481
_______

131
_______

298
4205
_______ ________

1680
_______

45944

24346

48866

140

Less Creditors and Accruals

10246
_______

0
_______

0
_______

Net Assets at 31 March 2013

35698
_______

24346
_______

48866
_______

Direct Charitable Expenditure

NET RESOURCES
EXPENDED
Movement in Funds
Transfer between funds

0

REPRESENTED BY BALANCE SHEET
Debtors & Prepayments
Balances on Deposit
Balances at Bank

Total Current Assets

19

121855

160951

0
_______

0
10246
_______ ________

26520
_______

140
_______

2559
111609
_______ ________

134431
_______

2559

Appendix 3

HARROW HERITAGE TRUST-CHARITY NO 1072773
NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS
ST

YEAR ENDED 31

MARCH 2013

Accounting Policies
The accounts have been prepared under the historical cost convention and in accordance
with applicable accounting standards and the Statement of Recommended Practice for
Charities issued in February 2005
INCOMING RESOURCES
2013
£

2012
£

1,174
1,210
123
-----2,507
-----

1,158
100
294
-----1,552
-----

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DONATIONS
GENERAL FUND
Membership subscriptions and tax recovered
Donations to Harrow Nature Conservation Forum
Other Donations including Silver Arrows

PUBLIC WORK OF ART

-

HEADSTONE MANOR APPEAL
Donation
TOTAL SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DONATIONS

GRANTS FROM LONDON BOROUGH OF HARROW
Harrow Nature Conservation Forum

OTHER GRANTS
Harrow Strategic Partnership-designated open spaces
Heritage Lottery Fund-Bluebell Heath, Stanmore Common

DEPOSIT INTEREST
Accounts held with COIF Charities Deposit Fund
TOTAL INCOMING RESOURCES

20

-

25
-------2,532
--------

25
-------1,577
--------

4,499
-----------

1,715
----------

18,314

18,600
885

----------18,314
-----------

----------19,485
----------

1,217
-----------26,562
----------

1,126
---------23,903
-----------

Appendix 3 cont.

HARROW HERITAGE TRUST-CHARITY NO 1072773
NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (CONTINUED)
ST

YEAR ENDED 31

MARCH 2013

RESOURCES EXPENDED
2013
£

2012
£

5,790

5,490

-

18,600

DIRECT CHARITABLE EXPENDITURE
GENERAL FUND
Harrow Nature Conservation Forum – general expenses
Works at open spaces funded by
Harrow Strategic Partnership
Work on Bluebell Heath Project, Stanmore, funded by
Heritage Lottery Fund
Harrow Arts Centre – new gallery
Harrow Council – local history library scanner
Architectural Awards expenses

PUBLIC WORKS OF ART
Tree sculptures in Pinner Memorial Park

HERITAGE GRANTS
Restoration projects
Pinner Parish Church
Harrow School- Speech Room
St.Mary’s Church, Harrow on the Hill
Other

WORK WITH YOUNG PEOPLE
Opera performances for Harrow schools
Other

TOTAL DIRECT CHARITABLE EXPENDITURE

ADMINISTRATION EXPENDITURE

TOTAL RESOURCES EXPENDED

23,414
500
300
175
-------30,179
---------------

2,050
--------

15,000
1,000
700
--------16,700
---------

5,910
---------5,910
----------

500
--------500
-----------------47,379
----------

1,500
40
-------1,540
---------------34,475
----------

2,005
----------

2,110
----------

49,384
----------

21

885
-------24,975
--------

36,585
----------

Appendix 3 cont.

HARROW HERITAGE TRUST-CHARITY NO 1072773
NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (CONTINUED)
ST

YEAR ENDED 31

HERITAGE GRANT COMMITMENTS AT 31

ST

MARCH 2013

MARCH 2013

All Saints Church, Harrow Weald
-Heritage tombs and memorials restoration
-Butterfield Mosaic renovation
The Gantry, Harrow on the Hill
Garden walls restoration, Stanmore properties
St. George’s Church Headstone, glass windows
Other
TOTAL COMMITMENTS
Available for future allocation
HERITAGE GRANTS FUND AT 31st MARCH 2013

2013
£

2012
£

800
2,200
1,400
1,600
400

2,000
250
700

---------

--------

6,400

2,950

42,466
----------48,866
----------

62,122
----------65,072
----------

NOTES
st

1. Creditors at 31 March 2012 and 2013 included £7,707 received in a previous year
from Harrow Council relating to funds paid by Harrow Strategic Partnership under the
Local Area Agreement. This sum is to be spent on designated projects in three open
th
spaces in Harrow under terms set out in an agreement dated 5 November 2009.
This balance of £7,707 will be released to revenue as and when the related
expenditure has been incurred.
2. During the year ended 31 March 2012 the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) awarded
Harrow Heritage Trust a grant of up to £38,400 towards the cost of restoration of
Bluebell Heath, Stanmore Common, against which an advance payment of £19,200
was received. The balance unspent of £18,314 at 31March 2012 has been expended
and released to revenue in the year ended 31March 2013. A further £6,416 has been
expended and included as a debtor from HLF pending a further progress payment
due from HLF. This sum will be released to revenue and expenditure as and when
payment has been received. An additional sum of £3,100 not receivable from HLF
has also been expended in the year. The contract is due to be completed in 2015.
TRUSTEES AND RELATED PARTIES
During the year:
1. a number of trustees were reimbursed expenditure incurred by them on the Trust’s
behalf.
2. certain transactions, eg the receipt of grants and subscriptions, took place between
Harrow Heritage Trust and other bodies associated with certain trustees.
These accounts are signed on behalf of the Trustees by:
Martin Verden
Robin Youle

Chairman

Hon. Treasurer

24 October 2013
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Appendix 3 cont.

Independent Examiner’s Report to the Trustees of Harrow Heritage Trust, Charity No.
1072773
I hereby report on your accounts for the year ended 31st March 2013 as set out on the attached
pages.
Respective responsibilities of Trustees & Examiner
The trustees are responsible for the preparation of the accounts. You consider that an audit is not
required for this year under section 144 of the Charities Act 2011 (The Charities Act), and that an
independent examination is needed. It is my responsibility to:
-examine the accounts under section 145 of the Charities Act,
-to follow the procedures laid down in the General Directions given by the Charity Commission
(under section 145(5) (b) of the Charities Act), and
- to state whether particular matters have come to my attention.
Basis of report
My examination was carried out in accordance with the General Directions given by the Charity
Commission. An examination includes a review of your accounting records and a comparison of the
accounts presented with those records. It also includes consideration of any unusual items or
disclosures in the accounts, and seeking explanations from you concerning any such matters. The
procedures undertaken do not provide all the evidence that would be required in an audit, and
consequently no opinion is given as to whether the accounts present a ‘true and fair’ view and the
report is limited to those matters set out in the statement below.
Independent Examiner’s statement
In connection with my examination, no matter has come to my attention:
1) which gives me reasonable cause to believe that in, any material respect, the requirements:
- to keep proper accounting records in accordance with section 130 of the Charities Act;
- to prepare accounts which accord with the accounting records and comply with the accounting
requirements of the Charities Act have not been met; or
2) to which, in my opinion, attention should be drawn in order to enable a proper understanding of the
accounts to be reached.

C J Backhouse BA (Hons) FCA
Hon. Independent Examiner
97 Headstone Lane
North Harrow
Middlesex
HA2 6JL
4 February 2014
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St John the Baptist Church Pinner, restored with the help of generous
funding from our Heritage Grants Scheme - see page 13.

Church Tower with its brickwork and clock completely refurbished

South elevation with new roof tiles
Photos courtesy of Gordon Williams
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At A Glance
We have been working for the past 28 years.
Who are we? Harrow Heritage Trust is an umbrella amenity organisation in Harrow.
Our aim: to enhance, preserve, protect and care for our urban landscape including old and new
buildings, parks and green open spaces.
How do we do it? we work in partnership with Harrow Council, local amenity societies, interested groups and the community at large.

Our achievements:
‘All of the works of the Trust are related and dedicated to make
Harrow a better place in which to live, work, relax and play.’
We have:
‘Taken initiatives to make people aware of our local heritage through preserving the best of the
past, and designing for the future.’
‘Successfully carried out 14 biennial Architectural & Environmental Awards including Special Environmental Awards for schools.’
‘Maintained 10 nature reserves.’
‘Commissioned and installed 14 Public Works of Art.’
‘Recognised and affixed 25 historic plaques.’
‘Distributed many Historic Building Grants, resulting in several million pounds’ worth of
restoration work throughout the borough.’
‘We support the future restoration of Headstone Manor, which is one of the most historic and
archeological buildings in Harrow. A bid to the Heritage Lottery Fund for this work, supported by
Harrow Heritage Trust, is being prepared for submission in 2014.’

The cartoon by William Heath Robinson on the back page was originally published in The Bystander,
1926, with the caption “How to train yourself to avoid being caught in any part of the field”.
i back

